Abstract-The purpose of this paper is to present a technique to create a global map of robots' surroundings by converting the raw data acquired from a scanning sensor to a compact map composed of just a few generalized polylines (polygonal curves). We propose a new approach to merging robots' maps that is composed of a local geometric process of merging similar line segments (termed Discrete Segment Evolution) with a global statistical control process.
I. INTRODUCTION
Imagine a scenario, in which a team of robots explores an environment independently, each robot not knowing the starting pose of the others. The goal is to acquire in real time a global overview map integrating all partial maps individually collected by each robot. The partial maps are constructed from range sensor data of each robot. This is a typical scenario for rescue robots, where the overview knowledge in the form of a global map is particularly important to localize victims in catastrophe scenarios (e.g., in collapsed buildings) and to ensure that the whole target region has been searched [6] . Since odometry information under such conditions is very unreliable, we assume that it is not available. We also assume that landmarks are ambiguous. According to Thrun and Liu [19] such tasks belong presently to open problems in robotics.
This paper presents an approach contributing to successful completion of this task. Two main features of the proposed approach make the completion possible:
• Each robot incrementally builds a map from range sensor data that is composed of a small number of generalized polylines, and exchanges its map with the other robots.
• Shape analysis and shape similarity allows determination of corresponding map parts. Each robot extracts parts of its polygonal map, analyzes their shape, and searches for corresponding structures of similar shapes in the maps of other robots. When two sufficiently similar structures with significant shape information are found, it is possible to align the two maps to form a joint map. The use of shape analysis adopted from high-level Computer Vision enables efficient and reliable recognition of corresponding structures as rich shape features in a local context are examined. Clearly verification is necessary in order to confirm or to reject correspondence hypotheses. The verification process involves shape similarity to compare complex polygonal structures that are close in the joint map. Aligned similar shapes confirm the map alignment hypothesis whereas dissimilar but aligned shapes reject it. The map fusion process can be iterated until the map alignment hypothesis is confirmed or rejected with sufficient confidence.
Two examples shown in Fig. 1 illustrate the main results of this paper obtained on real scan data. Fig. 1(a) shows two partial maps of the yellow arena from the RoboCup Rescue competition [6] . Fig. 1(b) shows two partial maps of a hallway at the University of Bremen [15] . These partial maps are reconstructed from range data by the proposed system. The system was able to automatically identify a common part in both maps using shape similarity, and to align both maps to the global map shown. Finally the map merging process combines the polylines from both maps to obtain a single global map with just a few polylines.
We stress that it is shape similarity that makes possible to recognize the same structure in different maps. Once this is accomplished, a joint map of the environment can be constructed by merging the polylines of the aligned maps. We also stress that no odometry information is used in our system.
II. RELATION TO MULTI-ROBOT SLAM APPROACHES
There exist only a few approaches to solve the multi-robot simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) problem, show two partial maps that are combined to form a global map based on a common part identified using shape similarity.
and their applicability depends on strong assumptions. The approach in [13] assumes that landmark identification is given using unique landmark signatures and that the initial robot poses are known. The approach in [19] enables a team of robots to build a joint map when starting poses are unknown and landmarks are ambiguous. Both statistical representation and reasoning are employed to build a joint map. The maps and robot poses are represented by Gaussian Markov random fields. Due to the complexity of the statistical reasoning, a real time implementation of this approach is questionable. Only a very simple geometric representation is used with landmarks being 2D points. Our approach differs significantly from the approach in [19] in many aspects. Our main focus is a sophisticated geometric landmark representation. Importance of a sophisticated landmark handling in merging maps has been stressed by Konolige et al. [7] .
III. RELATION TO SLAM APPROACHES
The SLAM problem, the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping problem [2] is of high importance to mobile robotics. Consequently, it has received considerable attention (see Thrun [18] for an overview). A relation between the SLAM problem and map merging is given by the common task of place recognition, also termed the correspondence problem, which is part of localization. Odometry information and scan matching techniques provide good means for incremental updates to the estimated robot pose, whereas the full consequences of place recognition show up in loop closing where purely incremental pose estimation can differ significantly from the true pose. Large deviations from the true pose easily inhibit place recognition, i.e. correct localization.
Approaches to SLAM can be classified in regards to handling of uncertainty and representation of map features. The handling of uncertainty is considered the key aspect in SLAM. For this purpose mainly statistical techniques are used, e.g., particle filters, the extended Kalman filter, a linear recursive estimator for systems described by non-linear process models and/or observation models, are used in most current SLAM algorithms [17] , [18] , [5] . This means, poses are not represented as exact coordinates, but by probability distributions. To tackle loop closing within a stochastical framework, the robot's true pose must be contained in the probability distribution. Hence, these techniques provide no innate mechanism for place recognition without (good) pose estimation. This, for example, means that they fail if there is a significant discontinuity in the robot pose as is the case in the kidnapped robot problem.
A nice probabilistic framework to construct a global map from scan data is presented in [14] . However, this framework is based on the assumption that the uncertainty of scan points' positions is known. Due to the dependence of laser scan measurements on the surface characteristic of scanned objects, e.g., glass-like surface, brick wall, and metal surface, this assumption is not satisfied in our example of rescue robots. We approach the problem of constructing a global map using the principles of perceptual grouping, which look for geometric structures in the data without any assumptions about the error characteristics [11] .
We now examine representation of map features used in SLAM, focusing on their contribution to place recognition. Map features extracted from sensor data (esp. range finder data) are either the positions of special landmarks [2] , simple geometric features, especially lines [12] , [15] , [1] , or sensed reflection points are used in a direct manner [18] .
Direct use of data, that is without further interpretation despite noise filtering, results in constructing a bitmap-like representation of the environment termed occupancy grid [3] . Stochastic models are so powerful that even linking them to a simple geometric representation like occupancy grids already yields impressive results in standard SLAM applications. To utilize grid maps in loop closing, a pose estimation is required for scan matching [7] . Scan matching of uninterpreted scans is formulated as a minimization [12] , [18] , [5] , hence requiring a good estimate to prevent minimization getting stuck in local minima. The performance of scan matching can however be improved by considering a wider spatial context. For example polygonal lines which capture a wider spatial context than bare reflection points have been shown to allow for scan matching even when no pose estimation is available [21] . Good exploitation of geometric features within a spatial context is claimed to be the key at hand when solving the correspondence problem in map merging [7] .
In the presented approach we use polygonal curves (polylines) as geometric basic entities. Shape similarity computation as used in registration is derived from the approaches proposed in [8] , [10] ; adaptation to matching single-scale shape information obtained through mobile robots has successfully been demonstrated [21] .
IV. CONTRIBUTION TO ROBOT MAPPING
This paper addresses three main problems in robot mapping stated in Thrun [18] .
1) The measurement errors are statistically dependent, since errors in control accumulate over time, and they affect interpretation of future measurements. 2) The second complicating aspect of the robot mapping problem arises from the high dimensionality of the entities that are being mapped, which leads to serious runtime and storage problems. 3) A third and possibly the hardest problem in robot mapping is the correspondence problem. The correspondence problem is the trouble faced when establishing correspondence between landmarks in two different maps or between landmarks sensed and landmarks in the map. We explicitly address the correspondence problem with a sophisticated shape similarity relation: Landmarks are parts of the map represented as generalized polylines with significant shape, and the relation between landmarks is shape similarity.
Representing a map by just a few polygonal curves reduces the map's dimensionality. We would like to note that our approach is cognitively inspired. If a human performs map merging, identifying structures with similar shape is central. A simple illustration of this fact is how the reader evaluates the correctness of the result shown in Figure 1 .
Usually landmarks are represented as 2D points with very simple geometric relations like relative distances and angles of triples of adjacent landmarks within a small radius [19] , [16] . The fact that our landmarks have significant structure, which we compare, using shape similarity, greatly reduces the possibility of landmark confusion. We want to stress that the enhanced geometric representation of landmarks is independent from, and is compatible with other techniques of landmark identification.
We address the problem of measurement errors being statistically dependent with a new process of map merging that is based on geometric local process of line segment merging with a global statistical control.
In our map representation, we simply do not run into the problem of high-dimensionality, since our representation is built of higher level objects, which are line segments and generalized polylines. We have an explicit process, called Discrete Segment Evolution, that reduces the number of line segments to a minimal number required to represent the mapped environment.
V. SINGLE ROBOT MAPPING
In this section we introduce some notation regarding the system used by a single robot to create its global map of its surroundings, and we summarize the main steps performed at each iteration of the algorithm, i.e., on the arrival of a new scan. Videos illustrating the incremental mapping results can be viewed on http://knight.cis.temple.edu/∼shape/robot/. A global map from the view of a single robot is termed a partial global map from the view of a robot team.
A global map of a single robot is built iteratively as the robot moves. We denote the scan and the (partial) global map at time t by S t and G t , respectively. Global map G t and scan S t is composed of generalized polylines.
A generalized polyline is a set of line segments, having a specific ordering, whose vertices may or may not be connected. Observe that a classical definition of a polyline (polygonal curve) requires that the endpoints of consecutive segments coincide. Generalized polylines result naturally when scan points are approximated with line segments, which is our first processing step of the input range data. This generalization allows to better approximate scan points, especially if obstacles with curved boundaries are sensed. The usage of generalized polylines is particularly important in the polyline merging algorithm described below.
Our first processing step (approximation of scan points with line segments) is followed by the segment grouping step.
We form an ordered list of segments by minimizing the sum of the distances of their endpoints. Finally, if the endpoints of consecutive segments are too far apart, we split the list into sublists. Thus, generalized polylines are sublists of this list. To create a (partial) global map G, we start with the first global map G 1 being equal to the first scan S 1 . Henceforth, assuming we have created the global map G t−1 at time t − 1 and a new scan S t has arrived, G t is created as follows:
• Correspondence Using the structural shape similarity [21] a set of corresponding polylines is chosen between the current scan S t and the global map G t−1 . The selected polylines may be parts of the polylines in S t and G t−1 , since new objects appear in S t and the existing objects in G t−1 may partially disappear in S t . We denote the corresponding polylines P L S i and P L G i , which belong to sets S t and G t−1 respectively, with the same index i, for i = 1, ..., n. The shape similarity measure defined in [21] does not depend on the position of the polylines in the map. Therefore, it also works in the presence of discontinuities in the robots motion (e.g., kidnapped robot) and allows to detect closing of a loop. Observe that existing map matching approaches are based on closest points, e.g., [5] , and therefore, depend on the position of the objects in the maps.
• Alignment The current scan S t is rotated and translated until a minimum distance is found between the points in corresponding polylines P L S i and P L G i . We align scan S t and map by extending the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [4] to respect the correspondence of polylines.
• Merging (A detailed discussion follows in Section VI.)
The output of alignment overlays the actual scan on the global map, but the surfaces of the same objects are still represented by separate polylines. The goal of merging is to represent surfaces of the same objects by single polylines. Results obtained by this algorithm are illustrated in Figure  2 
VI. MERGING
Once S t has been aligned to G t−1 , merging consists of two steps which integrate the new information contained in S t with the previous global map to produce G t . In other words, this module takes as input the new scan, S t , the previous global map, G t−1 , and the sets of corresponding polylines P L map. The two steps of this process are pair creation and simplification.
• Pair creation We create all possible pairs of line segments that are sufficiently similar, taking one segment from S t and G t−1 each. The similarity of line segments is measured with the cost function C. We replace both line segments with a new line segment. The definition of merging cost C is based on cognitively motivated principles of perceptual grouping. In particular, we followed the approach presented in [11] on grouping line segments to form longer line segments. It states that proximity of endpoints, parallelism, and collinearity are the main geometric relations that influence the perceptual grouping of line segments.
• Simplification considers all line segments, including the newly created ones, without regard to whether they belong to S t or G t−1 . Pairs of line segments are merged together to form new segments using the same cost function C. However, a simplification process has a second global control mechanism: We iteratively merge a pair whose merging cost C is the lowest at each pass.
We use the histogram of the line segment directions to find main directions that the newly created line segments must follow. This statistical control provides a solution to the problem of cumulative errors. Accumulative errors introduce systematic distortions in the directions of line segments that accumulate slowly. The main issue here is that these accumulative errors do not lead to peaks in the direction histogram, and consequently, appearing line segments are correctly mapped to the existing main directions. On the other hand, if a surface of a new object is oriented into a new direction, it will lead to a peak in the direction histogram after a few scans of the surface have been acquired. The fact that direction histogram provides a solution to the problem of cumulative errors is also true for other histogram-based approaches, in particular for [15] .
A. Line segment merging based on perceptual grouping
Given a pair of line segments the objective of the merging process is to compute a single merged line segment. The main idea is to only merge line segments that are sufficiently congruent. Therefore, we define a cost function measuring the congruency of line segments. The geometric intuition of the presented merging process and, in particular, the definition of merging cost is based on cognitively motivated principles of perceptual grouping. In particular, we followed the approach presented in [11] on grouping line segments to form longer line segments. It states that proximity of endpoints, parallelism, and collinearity are the main geometric relations that influence the perceptual grouping of line segments. The detailed presentation of our merging approach and the definition of the merging cost C is given in [9] .
VII. MAP FUSION
Map fusion, the task of merging partially overlapping maps being built by different robots, mainly consists of aligning these maps and therefore finding corresponding areas/objects first. For the correspondence a shape similarity measure that is position independent is necessary to identify common structures in both maps. Since there is no information on the expected robot position across the different maps any position dependent measure of polylines, e.g., Hausdorff distance, can not be applied. Once the correspondences are found and the maps are aligned, the merging process itself is similar to the single robot approach (Section V).
We assume that the input polygonal maps are as described in V. However, the input polygonal maps can also be obtained from different robot mapping systems (e.g., [21] ) or by postprocessing grid maps (e.g., [20] ). Merging polygonal maps is achieved by congruently aligning them, i.e. transforming the maps into a single coordinate system, and merging corresponding objects, i.e. corresponding polylines. Note that alignment is implied by correspondence of polylines. The key challenge in map merging is to solve the correspondence problem with an approach that promises a real time implementation. Theoretically, any pair of objects from different maps may correspond. This renders any naive approach to search for the most likely correspondence of objects infeasible since combinatorial explosion occurs.
We propose the use of position independent shape analysis and shape similarity measures to tackle the correspondence problem. Following a cognitive inspiration, we iteratively merge maps, by repeatedly determining the most salient object and finding a hypothetic, matching counterpart to refine the maps' alignment. The most plausible correspondence relation is used (if it exists) to merge individual polylines into a single, coherent map.
The algorithm basically describes a guided search in the space of two maps' possible correspondences. It is based on the heuristic that the probability of wrong correspondence decreases with the shape complexity of corresponding polygonal surfaces and proceeds as follows (for the ease of description we assume that only two maps are to be merged). Input: Two maps M 1 , M 2 consisting of polylines {P 1 , . . . , P n } and {Q 1 , . . . , Q m } respectively. Hypothesis selection: H1 Select the most salient object P i of map M 1 as sequence of consecutive line segments with maximal shape complexity sc (defined below) that has not been selected before in hypothesis selection. Observe that P i is a generalized polyline. If the selected P i does not have sufficient shape complexity (sc(P i ) is not above a predefined threshold), terminate the algorithm with the decision that the maps cannot be fused. H2 Using a shape similarity measure s (defined below) find a polyline Q j of map M 2 for which s(P i , Q j ) is minimal, i.e. P i and Q j show off maximum similarity. The correspondence hypothesis P i ∼ Q j is then checked in the validation step. Validation: V1 Based on the correspondence P i ∼ Q j compute an alignment of M 1 and M 2 that congruently aligns P i and Q j . This is based on shape similarity s(P i , Q j ) that not only measures shape differences, but also determines the points' correspondence and the rotation needed to align the polylines P i and Q j . V2 Using the alignment parameters (angle and translation) from (V1), we fuse both maps M 1 and M 2 to a common coordinate system. Now we can apply a position dependent similarity measure to verify the correctness of the alignment. We identify two parts M 1 of M 1 and M 2 of M 2 that are close with respect to Hausdorff distance
If among the polylines of M 1 we can find the at least one polyline with sufficient shape complexity, the fusion hypothesis is confirmed. Otherwise it is rejected, and we go back to (H1).
A. Shape Similarity
We utilize a position independent shape similarity measure s to compare the shape of polygonal curves which applies to to classical as well as to generalized polylines. A detailed description is presented in [21] . Polylines are considered in tangent space, a step function representing angles with the x axis for individual line segments. Let T (P ) denote the mapping to tangent space, then the shape dissimilarity measure of polylines C ad D with normalized arc length is defined as s(C, D) = our first estimate of the rotation angle needed to align both polylines. An improvement to handle very noise data lacking of rich shape information is presented in [10] , [8] .
Experimental results for shape similarity measures applied to range finder data are presented in [21] .
B. Shape Complexity
Shape complexity is defined in accordance to the presented shape similarity measure. The underlying idea is to define complexity as deviation from the most simple polygonal curve, a straight line. A natural way to measure difference in our context is to use the shape similarity measure. Shape complexity of a polyline P is defined 1 as sc(P ) = s(P, L P ) where L P denotes a straight line with identical arc length.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The paper describes a novel method to create a global map of robot surrounding by converting the data to a compact map composed of a small number of generalized polylines. This method can be used not only in creating a global map with many scans obtained throughout the scanning process of one moving robot, but also partial maps from many different robots. The process is performed without using odometric information.
The main contribution of the paper is fusing of partial maps to a single map of the environment. One of the main problems in map fusing is the correspondence problem (i.e., which part of one map corresponds to which part of the other maps). The correspondence problem is solved by using shape similarity measure that is based on position independent matching between polylines with high shape complexity.
